A hierarchical optimization strategy is proposed to optimally design constrained layer damping materials patched on the base plate for minimizing sound radiation power. A sound radiation optimization model is established by taking positions and thicknesses of constrained layer damping materials as design variables, and added mass as constraints. The hierarchical optimization procedure is implemented, in which evolutionary structural optimization method is employed to get optimal position layouts of constrained layer damping materials, and genetic algorithm is used to find optimal thickness configurations of constrained layer damping materials by taking the plate with optimal position layouts of constrained layer damping materials as initial structure. Two sound power sensitivities are formulated and compared for position optimization. Numerical examples in which unweighted/weighted objective functions are considered are presented, optimal positions and thickness configurations of constrained layer damping materials patched on the plate are obtained and discussed. The results demonstrate that the proposed strategy is very effective to achieve larger sound power reduction by reconfiguring the thickness of constrained layer damping materials for the results of position optimization.
Introduction
Constrained layer damping (CLD) treatments have been widely employed to reduce vibration and sound radiation of flexible structures. The CLD treatments are often attached to the base structure, consisting of a viscoelastic material (VEM) and a constrained layer material (CLM) on top. Thus, while the base structure vibrates, the VEM will subject to a larger deformation, inducing more energy dissipation. The pioneer work in this filed can be traced back to Kerwin 1 who formulated the loss factor of a three-layer flexural beams treated with CLD materials. After that, much work has focused on modeling different CLD structures and predicting their energy dissipation. 2, 3 Nowadays, considerable research efforts have been devoted to get optimal design of CLD materials on the base structures, as the weight of added CLD materials often has a significant influence on the performance and cost for these structures. Lall et al. 4 carried out an optimum design for a fully CLD covered plate to maximize modal loss factor and minimize displacement response with consideration of VEM parameters, such as densities, thickness, as design variables. Marcelin et al. 5 developed a finite element model for a partially CLD covered beam, and the dimensions and positions of CLD patches were optimized to maximize the damping factor using a non-linear programming method. Zheng and colleagues 6, 7 determined optimal VEM's shear modulus and positions/length of CLD patches on a simply supported beam and a cylindrical shell, with objective to minimize vibration energy using a genetic algorithm (GA). Alvelid 8 proposed a shape optimization means for CLD materials to minimize square of normal surface velocity of the base structure, and optimal position layouts of CLD patches were obtained using a piece-by-piece manner. Arau´jo et al. 9 employed a GA to maximize modal loss factors for hybrid activepassive sandwich composite structures, using thicknesses of the viscoelastic core thickness, the constrained layers ply thickness, and orientation angles as design variables. Sasikumar et al. 10 used Taguchi method to optimize CLD parameters, such as thickness of VEM, CLM, and coverage of the CLD treatments, to maximize modal loss factor for a CLD-treated beam type structure. Maderia et al. 11, 12 proposed a multi-objective optimization approach based on Direct MultiSearch (DMS) to minimize weight and maximize modal loss factor for a CLD-treated beams/plates.
As mentioned above, the materials parameters of CLD patches were usually selected as design variables. While materials and dimensions along thickness are specified for CLD treatments, it is very natural to formulate the optimization problem as a topological design optimization to determine its shape and positions. ElSabbagh and Baz 13 carried out a topology optimization procedure with the method moving asymptotes (MMA) to maximize modal damping ratio (MDR) for unconstrained damping plates under a certain volume constraint. Alfouneh and Tong 14 extended a moving isosurface threshold topology (MIST) optimization method to search optimal layouts of damping materials with maximizing single and multiple MDR of plates as objective functions. Zheng et al. 15 conducted a topology optimization with MMA for optimal CLD layouts in plates with the objective functions and design variables as maximizing MDRs and positions of CLD treatments. Fang and Zheng 16 extended the evolutionary structural optimization (ESO) method to search optimal layouts of CLD treatments on plates with the resonant response as objective functions. Kim et al. 17 designed an optimal damping material layout for a shell structure by employing a topology optimization method, with a interpolation scheme of Rational Approximation of Material Properties (RAMP), to maximize the damping effect. It was found that topology optimization provides a higher modal loss factor, compared with that of the mode shape and the strain energy methods.
The above works on optimal design of CLD treatments have mainly focused on vibration suppression. However, the minimum performance index related to structure vibration, such as MDRs, vibration response, cannot warrant a minimum sound radiation power of flexible structure. To the author's knowledge, studies on structural-acoustic optimization are very few within the field of application of CLD materials. Zheng and Cai 18 studied optimal CLD layouts with the aim to minimize the sound power radiated by a simply supported, baffled beam. While the procedure was just suitable for simple structure expressed by the analytical models. Zheng et al. 19 formulated an acoustical topology optimization problem for CLD-treated thin plate based on finite element model. A simplified sound power was selected as objective function and the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) model was introduced to decide the state of CLD elements. Numerical and experimental results showed the volume velocity should also be concerned besides the structural damping, for minimizing sound radiation power at lowfrequency range. Zheng et al. 20 developed an acoustical numerical model of a closed cavity coupled with a flexible plate treated with CLD materials, and GA was employed to find optimal locations of CLD patches on the plate for suppressing sound radiation power. The procedure will take higher computational efforts with volume fraction of added CLD materials increasing. Zhang and Kang 21 employed a topology optimization method with SIMP model to optimally design damping layers on the vibrating shell structures. In the optimal design problem, the deign objective was to minimize the structural vibration-induced sound pressure at a specified point in the acoustic medium, and an adjoint variable scheme for the design sensitivity analysis of sound pressure was developed. In the above works, the thickness of CLD materials or damping materials are all assumed to be pre-determined and especially, it is difficult to optimally design thickness and positions configuration of CLD materials for a complex structure in a topology optimization problem simultaneously.
In this article, a hierarchical optimization strategy is proposed to search optimal position and thickness of CLD materials for reducing sound power induced by vibrating of thin plate considering the above discussions. The materials of this article are organized as follows. In section ''The sound radiation power of CLD/plate,'' the sound radiation power of CLD/plate is derived using finite element method (FEM) and boundary element method. In section ''Optimization model of sound radiation,'' an acoustic optimization model for CLD/plate is developed in which to minimize sound power is taken as objective function, and the positions and thicknesses of CLD materials are selected as design variables subjected to added mass constraints. In section ''Optimization strategy and procedure,'' the proposed hierarchical optimization strategy is presented in detail. Numerical examples and discussions are demonstrated in section ''Numerical example and discussions.'' A brief summary is given in section ''Conclusion.''
The sound radiation power of CLD/plate Figure 1 shows sound radiation model of the plate treated with CLD materials. The flat plate is surrounded by an infinite baffled plate. Arbitrary boundary conditions can be applied to the CLD/plate. Harmonic force with a given excitation frequency is applied on the base plate. Sound radiation power induced by the vibrating plate to half-space is considered with the assumption that structural-acoustic coupling effect is neglected. First, normal vibration velocities of CLD/plate are formulated using FEM. Then sound power is derived using boundary element method.
Normal vibration velocities of CLD/plate
A rectangular composite element is considered to model CLD/plate, as shown in Figure 2 . It is composed of a base layer, a viscoelastic layer, and a constrained layer. Every node has 7 degrees of freedom. According to the interpolation principle, the general displacement vector X e for the composite element can be expressed as
where subscripts c and b denote the constrained layer and the base layer, respectively; z represents transverse displacement of the composite element, u x , u y are the corresponding rotation angles around X-axis and Y-axis, respectively; S = f S xc S yc S xb S yb S z S z, x S z, y g T is shape function matrices corresponding to each degree of freedom. According to deformation relationships among the layers of composite element, shape function matrices of the viscoelastic damping layer can be obtained
where S iv is shape function matrix for plane displacements; S giv is shape function matrices corresponding to the shear deformation; h denotes thickness of each layer. Hence, the element mass matrix and stiffness matrix of each layer can be obtained based on energy method. For base layer and constrained layer, element mass matrix and stiffness matrix are given as follows
As shape functions of viscoelastic damping layer are related to the thicknesses h b , h c , and h v , the thickness parameters are separated from element mass and stiffness matrices in order to search optimal thickness configurations of CLD materials to minimize sound radiation power. Hence, the element mass and stiffness matrices of viscoelastic damping layer are simply expressed as 
where k v1 denotes element membrane stiffness matrix, k v2 denotes element bending stiffness matrix, and G v k v3 is the shear stiffness matrix; G v is the shear modulus of viscoelastic damping layer and expressed
After assembling the element matrices of base layer, constrained layer, and viscoelastic damping layer, dynamic model of CLD/plate is obtained as
Applying a harmonic force, Fe ivt , with a given excitation frequency on the CLD/plate, equation (8) can be rewritten as
Therefore, normal velocity vector of CLD/plate can be expressed as
Sound radiation power of CLD/plate Sound radiation power of the plate can be expressed using surface sound pressure of vibrating structures p(a) and surface normal velocity v n (a)
where v Ã n (a) denotes complex conjugate of the surface normal velocity v n (a).
For a flat plate surrounded by a rigid infinite baffle plate, the relationship between sound pressure p(a) of any point on the surface and surface normal velocity v n (a) can be directly obtained using the Rayleigh integral
Furthermore, the surface of flat-plate structure is discretized into small boundary elements with equal area DS. Due to the fact the area of each element is very small, it can be assumed that velocity and sound pressure of any point in the element are equal. Therefore, normal velocity and sound pressure of the element central point are used to represent normal velocity and sound pressure of the element. Hence, substituting equation (12) into equation (11) and introducing Euler's formula, the sound radiation power is obtained by discretizing equation (11) 
Equation (13) is rewritten as
in which the matrix R is given as
where r mn is the distance between the center of element m and element n. While m = n, that is r mn = 0, sin (kr mn )=kr mn ! 1.
Optimization model of sound radiation
In this article, an acoustic optimization model is proposed with to minimize sound radiation power as objective function, position and thickness of CLD materials as design variables and added mass as constraints. Mathematically, the optimization problem can be stated as
where x = fx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n g is a vector to describe the existence states of CLD elements, x i = 1 indicates that there is a CLD element at the position of the ith element, and on the contrary, x i = 0 there is no CLD element; h = fh v , h c g denotes the thickness of VEM and CLM; n is the total number of CLD elements; W is the sound radiation power of the CLD/plate; m is the total added mass of CLD materials; m Ã is the added mass constraint; S e is the surface area of each CLD element.
Optimization strategy and procedure

Optimization strategy
For topology optimization problem of CLD structure, positions of CLD elements are usually taken as design variables to achieve maximum vibration or sound reduction. In fact, thickness of CLD materials also has an important influence on the performance of vibration and sound reduction. Usually, optimal configurations of positions and thicknesses for CLD materials cannot be found together using topology optimization methodology. [13] [14] [15] [16] [18] [19] [20] Therefore, for sound optimization problem of CLD structure, a hierarchical optimization strategy is proposed. First, a topology optimization algorithm is employed to find optimal positions of CLD treatments on the base plate, subject to added mass constraints; furthermore, the areas on which CLD materials are pasted are divided into several subareas; an evolutionary algorithm can be used to search optimal thicknesses of CLD materials, subject to the same mass constraint. Hence, optimal configurations of CLD structure are obtained.
Position optimization design of CLD materials
In this article, ESO approach is extended to determine the optimum positions of CLD treatments for minimizing sound radiation power induced by the vibration of the base plate. In the optimization procedure, the inefficient CLD elements are gradually deleted according to sound power sensitivity (SPS) with respect to positions of CLD elements. The SPS is derived in the following section.
SPS. According to equation (14) , the sensitivity of sound radiation power with respect to design variable x i can be defined as
In equation (17), the sensitivity of normal velocity can be expressed from equation (10)
where S v the interpolation matrix between the nodes displacement vector X nn and center points' displacement vector X cn of the CLD elements. The sensitivity of normal displacement in equation (18) can be derived from the following formula
Therefore, the sensitivity of normal velocity with respect to design variables x i is
In equation (20) , the derivatives of global mass matrix and global stiffness matrix with respect to design variables can be expressed using a differential form, given as follows
In equation (22), the derivatives of global mass matrix M and stiffness matrix K with respect to the changes Dx of design variables, which denote existence state of CLD element, can be considered as the changes DK and DM. Hence, the sensitivity of normal velocity can be expressed approximatively by variation of nodes velocity before and after deleting the CLD elements, given as follows
Therefore, the sensitivity matrix of sound radiation power of the plate structure with respect to design variables can be expressed as
In addition, another formulation of SPS vector s j W for the CLD/plate is defined by expansion of that in Zhang et al., 22 given as
where
ð26Þ and
in which s j W is the sound radiation power sensitivity vector of CLD elements on the surface of base plate, the superscript j denotes the iterative step in optimization loop, W (x j ) represents sound power under the condition that the existence status of the CLD elements on the plate surface is represented by x j . x j i denotes the status of the ith CLD element in the jth iterative step, and x 0 i = 1 means the base plate is fully treated with CLD elements in the initial state. It is noted that equations (26) and (27) are only applicable to calculate the sound radiation power sensitivity vector. Equation (26) implies, for certain ith CLD element, if it is deleted in jth loop, the corresponding SPS will be set to be zero in next loop, or if it is not deleted in jth loop, the corresponding SPS will be calculated in next loop. The difference between x jÀ1 and x jÀ1 i is the status of the ith element in these two vectors, which can be seen from equation (27) .
Positive value of (dW (x j )=dx i ) indicates that in the jth iterative loop, the removal of ith element will lead to an increase for the sound radiation power of the plate structure; negative value of (dW (x j )=dx i ) corresponds to the reverse. The larger the value of (dW (x j )=dx i ) corresponds to the greater sensitivity for ith CLD element.
Improved filter scheme. A mesh-independent filtering technology 23 is used and improved to obtain the weighted average of the sensitivities within the range of a defined filter radius instead of the original sensitivity. The mesh-independent filtering equation is
where s wc is the filtered sensitivity for the element e, s i is the sensitivities of all the elements which are located in a circle within a radius of r and original point indicated by the center of element e; x i is position design variable for CLD element i; N is the total number of elements within the filter radius r; d i is a weight coefficient, defined as
where r i, e is defined as a ratio that the distance between center of element i and center of element e to the length of CLD element. Here, r is defined as the meshindependent filter radius, and while the weighted coefficient of formula (29) is used, the filter radius r being an integer is suggested.
Thickness optimization design of CLD materials
Considering CLD/plate with optimum position layouts of CLD materials obtained using ESO as initial structure, the thickness of CLD materials (VEM and CLM) are further optimized with the same added mass constraints. A design variables vector of the thickness is defined for several CLD materials regions which are divided based on the continuity and regularity of optimum positions layouts, shown as
where n denotes the number of CLD materials regions.
A number of optimization algorithms/methods are available to find optimal thickness of CLD materials, and most of these algorithms require derivatives. Hence, the sensitivities of sound power with respect to thickness variables need to be calculated for each CLD materials region, and optimal thickness of CLD materials can be obtained using conventional optimization procedure, such as sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm which has shown to be robust and efficient. However, it is difficult to obtain the global optimal thicknesses due to the coupling among all the sensitivities of defined CLD materials regions, or the coupling among the thickness variables for each CLD materials region. The GA is such a method to search for the approximation of global optimum. The ergodicity of evolution operations makes GA very effective at performing global search, with no consideration of the coupling among design variables. It can avoid the difficulty that the search procedure is trapped at a local optimum in spite of more time-consuming. In this article, a GA in Zheng et al. 20 is applied to search optimum thicknesses of CLD materials, in which a tournament selection operator, a Laplace crossover operator and a mutation operator are employed. A normalized constraint violations value is defined to deal with the mass constraint.
Optimization procedure
According to the idea of optimization strategy in section ''Optimization strategy,'' ESO is applied to obtain optimum position layouts of CLD materials, and GA is further used to get optimal thicknesses of CLM and VEM under the premise of optimum position layouts of CLD materials. The whole numerical implementation procedure of the proposed hierarchical optimization design for CLD/plate is shown in Figure 3 and some important steps are described as follows:
1. Construct the initial design model of CLD/plate in which the base plate is fully treated with CLD materials, and calculate normal vibration velocities and sound radiation power under excitation. 2. Carry out position optimization of CLD materials/elements bonded on base plate using ESO. The key steps are described as follows: 1. Set the additional mass constraint m Ã , the number, DR, of CLD elements which will be deleted at each iteration and the filter radius r f used in filter scheme. 2. Calculate the SPSs for CLD elements, and sort the sensitivities in descending order while they are updated using the mesh-independent filter technology.
3. Determine and delete DR CLD elements according to descending order of the sensitivities, calculate the actual added mass m k + 1 at next iteration. 4. Update the design model of CLD/plate, and recalculate the sound radiation power and sensitivities. 5. Determine whether the mass constraint is satisfied. If it is not satisfied, go to step 3, otherwise, go to step 6. 6. Output optimum positions layouts of CLD materials. 3. Keep the mass constraint unchanged, the thickness of CLD materials is optimized using GA. The specific steps are described as follows: 1. Set the parameters of GA, including the number of population N and evolutionary generations G, crossover probability and mutation probability, parameters of crossover operator and mutation operator. 2. Partition the CLD position layouts into several subareas, initialize the thicknesses design vector corresponds to the subareas, and initialize the evolutionary population in which the number of individuals is set to be 2 3 N.
Sort the individuals in ascending order based
on the values of objective function and constraint violation, and the former N individuals are selected to as the evolutionary population. 4. Get the parent individuals by carrying out tournament selection operator, obtain the offspring by implementing the crossover operator or mutation operator and calculating the sound radiation power and constraint violation value. 5. Merge the parent and the offspring, and sort them; the new evolutionary population is obtained by selecting the first N individuals. 6. Determine whether termination condition is satisfied. If it is satisfied, the objective function is convergent, go to step 7; otherwise, go to step 4. 7. Output the final optimization results for CLD/ plate. Stop.
Numerical example and discussions
A rectangle CLD/plate in an infinite baffle plate in which four edges of the base plate are clamped is considered, and as initial design, the plate is fully treated with CLD materials. The proposed hierarchical optimization strategy is employed to search optimal position and thickness configurations of CLD/plate for minimizing the sound radiation power. The dimension of base plate is 400 3 300 3 0.8 mm, and the physical parameters are listed as follows: Young's modulus is 70 GPa, Poisson's ratio is 0.3, and density is 2800 kg/ m3. The CLD treatment is composed of a 0.1 mm viscoelastic layer and a 0. The CLD/plate is discretized into 16 3 12 elements, and a unit harmonic force is applied at central point. It is apparent that the sound power is suppressed significantly while the plate is fully treated with CLD materials, as shown in Figure 4 , and the resonant frequencies are matched with that of the first and fourth structural modes of the plate, as shown in Figure 5 . It is noted that reference sound power, 10 212 W, is used to calculate the sound power level in this article.
In the following optimization procedure, the mass fraction of CLD material is limited to 50% of full coverage with initial configurations. The objective function is to minimize the sound power at the two resonant frequencies (corresponding to the two structural modes). The target modal frequencies are updated at each iteration to construct the excitations, and modal assurance criterion (MAC) 24 is introduced to keep the consistency of target modes.
Discussions on SPSs
ESO is employed to search optimal position layouts of CLD materials on the base plate, and the evolutionary direction is decided by sorting SPS. Hence, minimum sound power based on the two SPSs formulations in section ''SPS'' is compared firstly (method 1-SPS formulated in this article; method 2-SPS formulation in Zhang et al. 22 ). In optimization procedure, DR = 4 elements are deleted at each iteration based on the criterion: if there are positive and negative SPS simultaneously, the elements with largest positive SPS are deleted first, and then the elements with negative SPS are deleted; if the sensitivity is all negative, the elements with smallest absolute value of the sensitivity are gradually deleted. Figure 6 shows minimum sound power and natural frequencies corresponding to the first and the fourth structural modes with deleting ratios of CLD materials increasing. The difference between minimum sound power obtained by employing the two SPS formulations at the first structural modal frequency is very small, and smaller sound power at the fourth modal frequency can be obtained using method 1, as shown in Figure 6 (a). Furthermore, the difference between modal frequencies obtained by the two SPS formulations is very small, as shown in Figure 6 (b). However, it will spend much more time to implement the optimization procedure while the method 2 is used, as shown in Table 1 . Hence, method 1 is employed in the following optimization procedure.
To minimize sound power at individual resonant frequency
The sound radiation power at first and fourth resonant frequencies is minimized respectively using the proposed hierarchical optimization strategy.
Position optimization of CLD materials. First, optimal positions of CLD patches on base plate are searched using ESO. As the mesh-independent filter radius has important influence on optimal results, minimum sound power and natural frequencies with varied deleting ratios of CLD materials under different filter radii are presented, as shown in Figures 7 and 8 . While the meshindependent filter radius is equal to 1, the minimum sound power is very close to that of without consideration of mesh-independent filtering technology, and the influences on natural frequencies are also small.
For minimizing sound power at first modal frequency, optimal position layouts of CLD materials with 50% mass fraction under different filter radii are presented in Figure 9 . While the mesh-independent filter radius is equal to 1, optimal layouts of CLD materials are more regular than that of without consideration of mesh-independent filtering technology, as shown in Figure 9 (a) and (b). While the filter radius is equal to 1 and 2, optimal position layouts of CLD materials shown in Figure 9 (b) and (c) are very close, but sound power corresponding to the former is smaller. Hence, optimal position layouts of CLD materials while the filter radius is equal to 1 are selected as the initial structure for thickness optimization of CLD materials to further minimize sound power at first modal frequency.
Similarly, optimal position layout of CLD materials shown in Figure 10 (b) is also selected as initial structure for thickness optimization of CLD materials to further minimize sound power at fourth modal frequency. Besides, MACs for the first and fourth modes in optimization procedure are also monitored. For simplicity, only the MACs for first and fourth structural modes while filter radius equal to 1 are illustrated, as shown in Figure 11 . It can be concluded that the structural mode shapes are almost unchanged in the optimization procedure.
Thickness optimization of CLD materials. Second, the GA is used to optimize the thickness of CLD materials. The position layouts of CLD materials in Figures 9(b) and 10(b) are selected as initial structures in this stage and divided into five areas and nine areas shown in Figure  12 . Considering the symmetry, for position layouts of CLD materials in Figure 9 (b), three subareas are defined, S1 = A2, S2 = A1 + A4 and S3 = A3 + A5, respectively (shown in Figure 12(a) ), and then the design variable vector for thicknesses {h 1c , h 1v , h 2c , h 2v , h 3c , h 3v } of CLD materials in S1, S2, and S3 is defined. Similarly, for position layouts of CLD materials in Figure 10 (b), S1 = A2 + A6, S2 = A4, S3 = A1 + A7, and S4 = A3 + A5 + A8 + A9 are defined (shown in Figure 12(b) ), and the corresponding design variable vector for thicknesses {h 1c , h 1v , h 2c , h 2v , h 3c , h 3v , h 4c , h 4v } is also defined. The mass fraction of CLD material is still limited to 50%, and the thickness range of CLMs and VEMs are set from 0.01 to 0.2 mm. Then the GA is implemented and algorithm parameters are as follows: population number is 50, evolutionary generation is 50, crossover probability is 0.9, and mutation probability is 0.1.
Optimal thickness of CLD materials at each area are obtained for minimizing sound power at first and fourth modal frequencies, listed in Table 2 . The results suggest more CLD materials should be pasted on the areas with larger deformations by analyzing Table 2 and Figure 5 . The thickness ratios of CLM and VEM are close to one at all the areas (bold values of h c and h v in table 2).
Minimum sound power obtained by implementing the hierarchical optimization is presented in Figure 13 . Compared to the sound power of full CLD coverage at first modal frequency, 1.52 dB of the sound power Table 2 . Optimal thickness of each region to minimize sound power at first and fourth modal frequencies.
Subareas
To minimize sound power at first modal frequency To minimize sound power at fourth modal frequency reduction can be achieved while position optimization is implemented, and 4.55 dB of the sound power reduction can be obtained while thickness optimization of CLD materials is carried out by considering optimal position layouts as initial design. However, sound power at the fourth modal frequency increases when position and thickness of CLD materials are optimized for minimizing sound power at first modal frequency. The similar results can be obtained while minimizing sound power at the fourth modal frequency; 1.28 and 4.62 dB of sound power reduction at the fourth modal frequency can be obtained for position optimization and further thickness optimization, respectively; however, sound power at the first modal frequency increases.
To minimize weighted sound power at resonant frequencies
Results and discussions. Minimizing sound power at first and fourth modal frequencies simultaneously that can be viewed as a multi-objective optimization problem. In practice, a weighted sum of objective functions is generally employed, and the effective feasible results can be obtained, although they may not locate all the Pareto solutions. Here, a weighted objective function is expressed by
where W 1 and W 4 are sound power at first and fourth modal frequencies; a 1 and a 4 are weight coefficients which are set to be 0.1 and 0.9, respectively. Hence, a weighted SPS is formulated in position optimization, given as
Two cases are considered. For case 1, the thickness range of CLM and VEM is the same as that in section ''Thickness optimization of CLD materials.'' As a comparative example, for case 2, the thickness range is changed, varying from 0.01 to 0.3 mm. For the two cases, 50% mass fraction of CLD material is still considered as constraints and the hierarchical optimization procedure is implemented. Optimized position layout of CLD materials is obtained using ESO, and partition into four subareas, S1 = A3, S2 = A2 + A5, S3 = A4 + A7, and S4 = A1 + A6, as shown in Figure 14 . Then corresponding thicknesses variables, {h 1c , h 1v , h 2c , h 2v , h 3c , h 3v , h 4c , h 4v }, is defined, and optimal thickness configurations obtained using GA for the four subareas are listed in Table 3 for the two cases. Analyzing Figure 5 and Table 3 , it can be inferred that more CLD materials should be arranged at the area, S1, with larger deformations of first mode due to higher sound power contribution of first structural mode; less CLD materials should be pasted at the area S2 as smaller sound power contribution of fourth structural mode. Furthermore, the thickness ratios of CLM and VEM should be close to one at both the areas (bold values of h c and h v in table 3). Table 4 gives sound power obtained by implementing the hierarchical optimization with weighted objective function for the two cases. As a comparison, Figure 13 . Minimum sound power obtained using the proposed strategy: (a) sound power at first resonant frequency and (b) sound power at fourth resonant frequency. unweighted sound power in section ''To minimize sound power at individual resonant frequency'' is also listed in Table 4 . As seen from Table 4 , it is apparent larger sound power reduction at the two resonant frequencies can be obtained simultaneously as weighted objective function is employed. While the thickness range of CLD materials is expanded, larger sound power reduction can be further achieved.
The influences of weight coefficients. The weight coefficients in above section are decided according to the discussions in this section. Figure 15 gives the optimal results with varied weight coefficients while position optimization design is carried out. As can be seen from Figure 15 , with weight coefficient a 1 (a 1 + a 2 = 1) increases from 0.1 to 1, the variation of sound radiation power at first resonant frequency is small, and that at fourth resonant frequency is larger. Hence, the weight coefficients, a 1 = 0:1 and a 4 = 0:9, are determined, corresponding to smaller sound power at fourth resonant frequency. It is very interesting that ratio of a 1 to a 4 is equal to that of W 4 to W 1 obtained from the initial plate fully treated with CLD materials. In addition, with weight coefficient a 1 (a 1 + a 2 = 1) increases from 0 to 1, the position layouts of CLD materials in central region of the plate are gradually changed from the layouts corresponding to deformations of fourth mode to the layouts corresponding to deformations of first mode, compared with Figure 5 . It can be inferred due to the fact that the influence on sound radiation power of first structural mode becomes more significant with weight coefficient a 1 increasing. Taking the above case 2 as an example, the influences on optimal results induced by varying weight coefficients are also discussed for thickness optimization of CLD materials. The sound power at first and fourth modal frequencies is obtained under varying weight coefficients a 1 = 0:3 and a 4 = 0:7, a 1 = 0:5 and a 4 = 0:5, and is converted to a weighted sound power with a 1 = 0:1 and a 4 = 0:9, as shown in Table 5 . Comparing Table 5 with Table 4 , a smaller weighted sound power can be achieved with considering minimizing 0.1W 1 + 0.9W 4 as objective function. It implies that the weight coefficients decided in position optimization procedure are suitable for thickness optimization of CLD materials. Comparing Table 6 with Table 3 , the thickness configurations (bold values of h c and h v in Table 6 ) of CLD materials at subareas S1 and S2 are consistent, corresponding larger deformations of the first and fourth structural modes. It can be concluded that the variation of weight coefficients has no influences on thickness configurations of CLD materials patched on the subareas with larger deformations.
Conclusion
In this article, a proposed hierarchical optimization strategy is investigated to optimally design positions and thicknesses of CLD materials for minimizing sound radiation power of a vibrating plate. With a given mass fraction, ESO method is employed to obtain optimal position layouts of CLD materials and GA is used to search optimal thicknesses CLD materials for each subarea which are obtained by the partition of optimal position layouts. For position optimization, an effective SPSs formulation with less computational time is derived and an improved filter scheme is also defined for determining filter radius easily. The proposed strategy can also be implemented by combination of other topologies optimization method and other intelligent optimization algorithms.
Numerical examples demonstrate the proposed hierarchical optimization strategy can enhance the reduction of sound power by reconfiguring thickness of CLD materials with a given mass fraction based on the optimal results of topology design. To minimize sound power at individual resonant frequency, the results show larger sound power reduction can be achieved by reconfiguring thickness of CLD materials with a given mass fraction. More CLD materials should be pasted on the areas with larger deformations. For a weighted objective function, more CLD materials should be pasted on the areas with larger deformations which correspond to the structural mode with higher sound power contribution. The optimal weight coefficients are suggested using the ratios of sound power at resonant frequencies obtained from the initial fully treated CLD/plate.
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